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Abstract-- Mobility models play key role in design and development of simulation tools that generate realistic mobility 
movements to study and develop algorithms and procedures for Next Generation Networks. The lack of realistic nature in the 
existing Mobility Models demand decentralized distributed nature mobility pattern with path guiding mechanisms in tailor 
made simulation environment developed for Next Generation networks. This paper aims to develop a novel mobility model to 
generate mobile movement near to realistic nature. This paper also proposes path guiding nodes at significant points in order 
to change mobile movements based on the context of the mobile path. 
 
Index Terms— Mobility model, Next Generation Network, Context Based Mobility Model, mobility pattern, path guiding 
node 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Next Generation Network (NGN) is a sophisticated 
and user-friendly wireless network. A major goal of 
NGN is to facilitate convergence of all heterogeneous 
wireless networks like cellular networks, adhoc 
networks, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, vehicular networks, mesh 
networks, etc. Generalized mobility is one of the 
significant characteristics of NGN. To achieve 
generalized mobility in NGN environment, mobility 
management provides variety of functions and control 
operations. These control operations and 
functionalities include handover management, 
location updating, authentication, authorization etc. 
In homogeneous networks the handover management 
provides operations and schemes pertaining to 
horizontal handovers [1][2][3]. In heterogeneous 
networks the handover management functionalities 
necessitate vertical handover concepts [4][5][6]. One 
can develop new approaches, algorithms, protocols 
etc. for mobility management and can study vertical 
handover concepts in a sophisticated simulation 
environment is required. The simulation environment 
that can be used for studying and developing the above 
concepts shall provide realistic scenarios such as 
realistic mobility movements in a particular 
region/site taken as sample for study. A simulation 
environment can be created using a simulation tool 
that uses realistic mobility patterns to study and 
develop the above said concepts. Existing tools like 
NS2, Qualnet, etc. are not having mechanisms for 
creating realistic mobility patterns that are suitable to 
study and develop the above concepts. As such tools 
are not available it is proposed to develop a tailor made 
simulation tool that provides simulation environment 
to study and develop the above said approaches and 
concepts. It is necessary to use a procedure to generate  
realistic mobility movements that can be incorporated 

in the tailor made simulation tool. The procedure to  
generate mobility movements used in a simulation tool 
is called mobility model. Existing mobility models 
such as Random Walk, Random Waypoint, Random 
Direction, Gauss-Markov etc. are generating mobility 
movements that are not realistic in nature and are not 
realistically suitable based on the context of a 
particular region/site selected for sample study. This 
paper proposes a Context Based Mobility Model that 
generates mobility movements near to realistic 
mobility scenarios based on the context of a particular 
region/site selected for sample study. The rest of the 
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefs about 
the significance of a mobility model. Section 3 
explains about existing mobility models of individual 
and group category and their lapses. Section 4 
describes design of proposed Context Based Mobility 
Model and a procedure to generate realistic mobility 
movements. Section 5 presents the comparisons of 
existing mobility models with the proposed Context 
Based Mobility Model. Finally, section 6 concludes 
and looks into future work of Context Based Mobility 
Model. 
 
II. SIGNIFICANCE OF A MOBILITY 

MODEL 
 
Mobility models represent the movement of mobiles 
and how their location, velocity and acceleration 
change over time. Mobility models are essential in 
generating mobile movements for simulated 
environments. In NGN environments, concrete 
implementation of studying and developing concepts, 
approaches, algorithms and protocols is expensive and 
unpractical.One can simulate NGN environment in a 
simulation tool which requires generation of realistic 
mobility movements. A sophisticated mobility model 
has to be developed for the simulation tool that can 
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generate mobility patterns near to realistic mobility 
scenarios. As the mobility patterns generated by the 
Mobility Models are realistic in nature, the study and 
development of concepts, approaches and algorithms 
made on these mobility patterns could be feasible in 
the real-world implementation. 
 
III. REVIEW OF MOBILITY MODELS  
 
Mobility models can be categorized as individual and 
group. In individual mobility model category, the 
mobility of a node is computed individually and 
independently. In group mobility model, mobility is 
computed with respect to a reference node in a subset 
of group of nodes. The existing mobility models of 
individual and group categories are explained in 
[7][8]: 

 
A. Individual Mobility Models 

1) Random Walk Mobility Model: It is the basic 
Model also referred as Brownian motion. In this 
Model a mobile travels by changing its direction and 
speed at random, at regular time or distance intervals. 
The new speed and direction are both chosen from 
pre-defined ranges, [speedmin, speedmax] and [0,2π] 
respectively. If the mobile reaches a simulation 
boundary, it bounces off the simulation border with an 
angle determined by the incoming direction. Many 
derivatives of Random walk Mobility Model have 
been developed including 1-D, 2-D, 3-D and d-D 
walks but, for comparing the proposed Mobility Model 
in this simulation environment 2-D Random Walk 
Mobility Model is chosen [9]. Random Walk Mobility 
Model is a memory less mobility pattern because it 
retains no knowledge concerning its past locations and 
speed values. The current speed and direction of 
mobile is independent of its past speed and direction. 
This characteristic cannot generate realistic 
displacements for mobility scenarios. 

 
2) Random Waypoint Mobility Model: In this 

Model, nodes travel between randomly chosen 
locations. The speed of displacement is randomly 
determined between the ranges [minspeed, 
maxspeed]. The pause period of the mobile before 
starting the movement process again is also chosen 
randomly. The movement pattern of a mobile using 
Random waypoint Mobility Model is similar to the 
Random walk Mobility Model if the pause time is zero 
and [minspeed, maxspeed] = [speedmin, speedmax] 
[10]. In this Mobility Model, density of mobiles at the 
centre of simulation environment leads to 
indefiniteness in generating mobility patterns.  

3) Random Direction Mobility Model: In the 
Random waypoint Mobility Model the mobile appear 
to converge, disperse and converge again. In order to 
alleviate this type of behaviour and promote a 
semi-constant number of neighbours throughout the 

simulation, the Random Direction Mobility Model 
was developed. In this Model, the mobile choose a 
random direction and follows it until it reaches a 
border, pauses there for a random duration, then 
restarts by choosing its next direction. A slight 
modification to this Mobility Model is that, the mobile 
continues to choose random direction is no longer 
forced to travel the simulation border instead, selects 
the destination along the direction of travel pauses 
there and continues as similar in the previous case. 
This modification to the Random Walk Mobility 
Model produces movement patterns that could be 
simulated by Random walk Mobility Model with 
pause times [11]. In this Model, the mobiles in the 
simulation environment tend to stay at the borders also 
leads to indefiniteness in generating mobility patterns. 

 
4) Gauss-Markov Mobility Model: This Model 

considers that mobiles have an initial speed and 
direction, which they update each time step, taking 
into account the previous speed/direction (Sn-1/Vn-1), 
the mean speed/direction, and random value 
(Sxn-1/Vxn-1) having a Gaussian distribution. These 
parameters are considered with different weights, 
according to a randomness parameter α. The current 
speed and direction are then given by: [12]. 

 
This Mobility Model also lapses in some special 

cases. When α=0, it is a memory less Model as similar 
to the Random walk Mobility Model. When α=1, 
though the mobile pattern is predictable, the next 
location is calculated based on the current location, 
speed and direction of the movement. 

 
5) City Section Mobility Model: uses a street 

network map, upon which nodes go from random 
place to random place choosing their shortest time 
path, with possible speed limitations and minimal 
distance between nodes and pauses upon arrival before 
restarting. It is very specific, being designed to render 
cars or pedestrians in constrained maps. This Model 
needs improvements includes pause times at certain 
intersections and destinations, incorporating 
acceleration and deceleration. This Model cannot be 
applicable for non-grid based street network map.  

 
6) Urban Pedestrian Flow Mobility Model: is 

based on state-of-the-art work in understanding 
pedestrian mobility patterns in urban areas known as 
Space Syntax. In this Model, the agent move in a 
meaningful fashion in terms of destination selection 
and path finding, constrained by their surroundings in 
an outdoor urban environment. This Model is 
implemented as the publicly available Destination 
Based Space Syntax Simulation (DBS3) [13][14]. In 
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this Model, mobiles have to choose their destinations 
meaningfully. Due to unannotated map, DBS3 unable 
to predict the seasonal variation in pedestrian density. 
 
B. Group Mobility Models 
In Group Mobility Model, the mobility of a node is 
computed relatively to the mobility of a reference point 
in the subset of nodes belongs to a group. The 
Reference Point Group Model uses any one of the 
Individual Mobility Model for the reference point. 
Similarly Nomadic, Pursue, Column and 
Exponentially correlated Mobility Models are also 
Group Mobility Models focuses on mobility scenarios 
suited for adhoc networks [7].  
 
IV. CONTEXT BASED MOBILITY MODEL 
 
The above discussed mobility models are developed 
for simulation environment for adhoc networks can be 
applicable for other wireless networks. Mobility of a 
node either in individual or group model, is computed 
with respect to the previous mobile(s) parameters but 
not based on the context of the simulation 
environment. This gives a motivation to develop 
Context Based Mobility Model to generate realistic 
mobile movements in a simulation environment.  
Choose a region/site as the simulation environment 
for sample study. A region/site is a geographical map. 
The geographical map contains grid based paths and 
non-grid paths as well. In the region/site locate the 
junction points and significant points. If two or more 
paths are connected in region then that point is 
identified as junction point. If there is a chance of 
change in direction of path or change in path 
parameters which affects change in 
velocity/acceleration then that point is identified as 
significant point. All junction points are also 
considered as significant points. If there are m mobiles 
i.e. m1, m2, m3, …, mi, …, mm each mobile mi has a 
structure that contains the parameters such as 
mobilelocation, mobilevelocity and 
mobileacceleration and is defined as follows: 
 mi = {  mobilelocation, 
               mobiledirection, 
               mobilevelocity, 
               mobileacceleration, 
               … 
           } 

mobilelocation parameter holds the mobile current 
location, mobiledirection gives the direction of the 
mobile, mobilevelocity and mobileacceleration 
represents velocity and acceleration of a mobile. 

 
A. Path Guiding Nodes 

In the geographical map, at each junction 
point/significant point path guiding nodes are placed. 
Path guiding nodes helps in change of direction of 
mobile in its path or change of velocity of mobile 

affected by change in path parameters. If there are n 
path guiding nodes i.e. p1, p2, p3, …, pj, …, pn each 
path guiding node pj structure contains direction and 
path parameters and is defined as follows: 

pj = {    
pathdirection, 

       channelcapacity, 
channelwidth, 
channeltype1, 
channeltype2, 
… 

} 
pathdirection parameter holds a value if there is a 
significant change in the direction of the path. The 
value represents the angle made by the path with the 
previous direction. If the angle reaches a threshold 
angle then there may be a significant curve in the path. 
The channelcapacity parameter evaluates the capacity 
of the path based on traffic as values 
LIGHTTRAFFIC/HEAVYTRAFFIC/TRAFFICJAM. The 
number of mobiles that are travelling in the path can 
be counted as the traffic in the path. If the count 
reaches the maximum capacity, then the mobile 
decelerates or changes its path if necessary.  The 
channelwidth addresses the width of the path chosen. 
The width of the path takes the values 
STREET/ROAD/HIGHWAY. The mobile changes the 
acceleration based on the value of the channelwidth. 
The channeltype1 and channeltype2 address the type 
of the path chosen. Path parameter channeltype1 takes 
values UPWARD/DOWNWARD. When channeltype1 is 
DOWNWARD mobile decelerates and when it is 
UPWARD then mobile accelerates. Path parameter 
channeltype2 takes the values 
SMOOTHROAD/ROUGHROAD.  Based on the value in 
channeltype2 the velocity and acceleration of the 
mobile changes. Initially, the acceleration of the 
mobile is zero and the velocity of the mobile is chosen 
randomly from the range minspeed…maxspeed. When 
the mobile is moving from one location to another, it 
may encounter a significant point. The path guiding 
node at that significant point guides the mobile to 
change its direction if pathdirection exists. The 
velocity and acceleration of mobile also varies based 
on the values in path parameters like channelwidth, 
channeltype1 and channeltype2. The mobile can be 
directed to another path by consider traffic in the path 
using channelcapacity parameter. 
B. Generation of Mobile Movements 

This section describes Context Based Mobility 
Model using path guiding nodes at each significant 
point in the simulated environment. 

Procedure for Generation of Mobile Movements: 
1) Choose the initial and final positions of m mobiles 

randomly. 
2) For each mobile mi, initialize the mobiledirection 

to a random value, initialize the mobilevelocity 
randomly in the range from minspeed to 
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maxspeed and intialize the mobileacceleration to 
zero. 

3) Move the mobile mi towards the nearest path 
guiding node pj. 

4) Based on the direction and path parameters at the 
path guiding node pi update the values of 
mobiledirection, mobilevelocity and 
mobileacceleration at each mi.  

a. The Angle made by mobiledirection with respect 
to pathdirection reaches threshold angle then 
change the mobiledirection with respect to 
pathdirection. 

b. When channelcapacity is LIGHTTRAFFIC then 
accelerate the mobile speed. If it is HEAVYTRAFFIC 
then decelerate the mobile speed. For TRAFFICJAM 
decelerate the mobile to zero and change its path 
after a random period of time. 

c. When channelwidth is STREET then the velocity is 
set to minspeed. If it is ROAD then set to 
normalspeed and for HIGHWAY set to maxspeed.  

d. When channeltype1 is UPWARD then accelerate the 
mobile. If it is DOWNWARD then decelerate the 
mobile.  

e. When channeltype2 is SMOOTHROAD then 
accelerate the mobile. If is ROUGHROAD then 
decelerate the mobile. 

5) Generate the next mobile movement based on the 
updated values for parameters of mi. 

6) Perform the steps 2 to 5 for number of times until 
the desired mobility movements are generated. 

 
V.  COMPARISONS OF MOBILITY 

MODELS 
 
Random Walk, Random Waypoint and Random 
Direction Mobility Models, generates the next 
position/direction of the mobile randomly. 
Gauss-Markov Mobility Model generates it by using 
Gaussian distribution computed with a randomness 
parameter. Context Based Mobility Model generates 
the next position of the mobile using context of the 
path guiding nodes. The type of geographical map is 
used for simulation in Urban Pedestrian Flow Mobility 
Model is similar to that used in Context Based 
Mobility Model. Urban Pedestrian Flow Mobility 
Model cannot generate mobility patterns near to 
realistic when the mobile couldn’t find the destination 
meaningfully using DBS3 algorithm. But, in Context 
Based Mobility Model the destination of mobile is 
defined initially so that it can able to generate mobile 
movements under any circumstances. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Developing Context based Mobility Model to generate 
realistic mobility scenarios helps in simulating 
handover schemes and location management activities 
in NGN. Mobility patterns generated by the Context 
Based Mobility Model are also suitable for developing 
and studying approaches and concepts of other 
wireless networks. Integrating a procedure that directs 
the mobiles from a selected source to a destination 
along with the mobile movements generated by 
Context Based Mobility Model improves in generating 
more realistic mobility patterns. 
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